Position Title: Front-End Web Developer

Department: Technical Development

Reports to: Product Programming Manager

Position Summary:

- This role is a permanent position to be part of the product development agile scrum team.
- The team is responsible for creating and maintaining the product platform, this is a user friendly web interface that manages easy entry into educational content for users as young as 3 years old, but also includes the development of teacher features including progress tracking, task organisation and access to the national curriculum.
- Candidates will be asked to complete a short test and attend an interview. Salary will be dependent on experience.
- This is a full-time role of 39 hours per week with ½ hour lunch.

Responsibilities:

- Develop the core product platform, adhering to standard company coding practices.
- Ensure bugs are fixed promptly.
- Communicate effectively with other scrum team members and key stakeholders.

Key Skills:

- Appreciation for exceptional usability and design
- Strong programming experience - using the following:
  - HTML, CSS, JavaScript,
- Any experience of the following would be an advantage:
- Extensive experience of working with databases
- Working knowledge of MVC code implementation
- Accurate, with good attention to detail
- Ability to work as a team player
- Must be able to work quickly and use initiative
- Keen to learn and also works well under pressure
Front-End Web Developer

Additional Competencies:

- Experience with continuous integration solutions
- Basic Linux OS knowledge – Development Virtual Machines
- Bring new ideas and technologies to the existing team
- Familiarity with Flash ActionScript
- Enthusiasm in approach to our product.
- Able to consistently work to given priorities and deadlines.
- Ability to work to a pre-determined specification and follow instructions
- Happy to work with existing code bases
- Programming interest is preferential over design interest
- Ability to communicate with technical and non-technical colleagues.

Contact Us:
Candidates may submit their CV to:
Kate Sanderson – HR Manager
EducationCity
8/9 Saddlers Court, Oakham, Rutland, LE15 7GH
0844 225 3060 ext 5125 recruitment@educationcity.com

About EducationCity.com

EducationCity.com is a leading developer and publisher of educational content, with offices in in Oakham, Rutland and a sales base in the USA as part of EDMENTUM, the world’s largest specialist online educational content company. Since its foundation in 1999, Educationcity.com has remained passionate about its product offering. It is used and trusted in over 15,000 subscribing schools in the UK alone, as part of their everyday teaching. Dedicated to creating new ways of delivering curriculum content, recognised with awards by educationalists and adored by children everywhere, EducationCity.com pioneers the evolution of teaching with technology in the new digital learning era.

In return for your time, talents and commitment; we offer you a fantastic working environment in a friendly team and subsidised, delicious catering and free fruit at lunch-time! At 95 employees, we’re big enough to provide the benefits of working in a professional environment where excellence is the norm, but small enough to care about each individual. You will receive free life-cover from day one of service, for four times your salary; and income protection cover. You will also have the opportunity to be included in a health-care cash plan, and you will be enrolled in the company pension scheme in your first full month, in line with auto enrolment. Annual leave is 23 days per full holiday-year plus Bank Holidays, with company sick pay after 6 months in service.